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Abstract :This article is based on criticizing Michael Porter's model of national 
'diamond' to explore the role of Malaysian uncertainty avoidance factor in the 
competitive position of SMEs andfirms. It is believed; however, that the influence of 
uncertainty avoidance on the competitive advantage of SME S or firms is too weakly 
elaborated in Porter's Diamond. In particular, the Porter's Di 
discuss strong or weak uncertainty avoidance behavior among the firm's or 
paper is looking Porter's Diamond weakness in term of Malaysian SMES 
avoidance factor. 
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Introduction ?t' 
Multinational enterprises (MNEs) often engage in complex and $myltaneous c 
relationships with global rivals (Yadong Luo,2007). Through c~op&iiive relationships, global rivals 
work together to collectively in sharing resources and 
committing to mutual goals in si they participate in the 
competition by taking independent actions in 0th lmprove their own performance (Luo, 
2004 : Yadong Luo,2007). 
Problem Statement 
It is clearly conscious of the fact tha ical revolution causing 
Malaysia an escape of opportunities, his fact dictates that any 
meaningful action or decisions for aysia has to be implemented immediately. Malaysia 
and similar countries hopin ation process must act 
immediately and decisive&to M p h C e  the domestic SMEs to become effective role players with in the 
international market scenarfb, ' 
* * *  
"i 
These are some q$er ptoblems i v ~ c h  identified by Janatul, (2007), base on his study on Malaysian firms 
into foreign maiki&t ~4 ," haghen  f&nd that, in order to meet the international standards it is important to 
know that Malays~w $4, ust$ is  fully capable of using internationalization process in order to play the 4, 
role int&&tbMlly$or efficient penetration in international markets these SME's needed to be take 
comjatitivd't$~hi~cin 3 &,A term of cost leadership, differentiation, cost focus and differentiation focus as 
per whaf'@enthed by Porter's Generic Strategies which is shown below in figure I .  *, - se, 
It has b e z c p t i f i e s  that there are number of SME's who do not even have the awareness to 
internationaketion process. Even the uncertainty index (UAI) of Malaysian is 36, which is comparatively 
lower and shows that Malaysian has a risk taking cultural and these cultural dimensions are derived by 
Hofstede (1 997). 
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Figure I : Porter's Generic Strategies Source : Porter (FqA5) 
"t_+., "a, 
On the other hand they are lacking in term of managerial and e&ond@c strategic and the small firms 
avoid taking risk to participate internationally (O'clock & Devine, 2003).%~~,f iom UAI lower factor 36 
* 2r .p 
of uncertainty avoidance among Malaysians, which shows"t;/lat theyJye r i s k e e r s ,  still Malaysian SMEs 
are not will to take risk, when it comes to perform internzkhnally" (~hane;  1995; Sivakumar & Nakata, 
2001; Lim, Leung, Sia, & Lee, 2004). It is the bigg&@llenge to the whole Malaysian SMEs to bring 
up entrepreneurial capabilities in order to understand the ;oq$-a~,hternationalization process. 
: * M  
$"x% 
In line with the findings of Janatul (2007)jff5s f o b d  a lower willingness of SME's to follow up on global 
/' 
opportunities. She further added thata$ere &re p*byFof b$ien in entering the international markets as ,* 
due to insufficient knowledge of e%@$ managerial afid iconomic consideration. Based on the past 
academic research it has been seen that int&rnatronal business are more towards case studies and these 
studies are based on ti kto pmjcipate in internationalization process or either they have 
approached to enter the ?a only to face many obstacles that lead them to failure (Janatul 
d 
,2007). 
As most firms v $ ~  e from the usage of internet, small firms are expected to 
significantly in<&& net for business to business (B2B) and business to consumer 
(B2C) t rwact ion&$n+ future. All over the business sector, the usage of internet is significantly 
irnprovikg;/~t~@~a>kess Y r isstill not that what the firms should practice (Martin, 2001). 
@#'* 'a, + i  
Lack &@gntrz$geneu"r@l skills and managerial know-how of professionals is also one of the important 
7 * 
problems ~ y g t t r a @ n ~  the foreign buyers. Ragayah, (1999), discussed that there are not much awareness 
of the the manufacturing cost is also very high and hard for the manufacturer to through their 
product in & global market place. In order to attract the B2B clients, it is important to have the cost 
effective and differentiation strategy and then only these SME's can be encourage to be competitive for in 
international markets. The tools such as web based B2B transactions are inexpensive, time effective and 
operationally possible for SMEs (Lituchy and Rail ,2000). 
It has been seen that after the contextualization of new technology, it has been found that it is a revolution 
for every aspect of the Malaysian industry and SMEs are using e-commerce techniques successfully to 
take the competitive advantage internationally. On the other it has been seen from the previous studies 
-- 
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that still the SME's are using the traditional way of trading and these firm are facing obstacles in 
implementation to go internationalize. This is one the factor which is SMEs are lacking behind to take the 
competitive advantage from international market (Martin and Matay, 2003; Reiner, Demeter, Poiger & 
Jenei, 2008). 
In the last two decades, Chinese business in Southeast Asia has excellently penetrated trough 
internationalization. The Chinese firms have emerged as one of the most significant economic forces with 
in the region. Through internationalization Chinese control overseas some 80% of corporate assets and 
160 of 200 largest enterprises in Indonesia. China controls about 40-50 % of the4co'rporate assets in 
Malaysia and About 90% of manufacturing and 50% of services in Thailand ( W p  aqdz+Duk, 1995; 
'* 
6: 4. 
Weidenbaum and Huges, 1996, Cited in Yeung, 1999). e? 
3, $ 
Objectives C ?*A I da,TR;d S L ~  
.I, ,@t 
The aim of this paper is elaborate the competitive advantage of Malaysian SME'$?Rn the other hand this 
paper is aiming to investigate why Malaysian lower uncertaiR avoidance ?@@ex values doesn't 
4 Jr 
encourage SME's to take risk in the international market. HoWever: jhe missing element in porter's 
diamond competitive advantage analysis is uncertainty +avoidance. Th&*#qs& literature is lacking to 
elaborate that why the uncertainty avoidance index ( U A I ~ I O  low (qqans ri9k&kers), but still the SME's 
%* 4 
are avoiding to take risk. This paper is examining the compe~,ive~barriers to internationalization process 
and all those factors which can help SMEs to do tht?f&hess*@ansaction internationally. It will also give 




The term co-opetition is defined in the$lobg? c o a ~ ~ i t i o n  as a joint effort between competitors for mutual 
t U  
gain. It is not limited merelp2&woperafiv?&~ances, such as international joint ventures, outsourcing 
.w+,A* &<A k 
agreements, licensing, f rqchs ln4bd~bonsor t ia ,  co-production, or co-marketing, but widen to all types 
of collective efforts, such % igte&$iPg antl improving a host country's industry infrastructure, pressing 
z% 
local authorities for w e t  a2E& o;& competition, uniting in opposition to uncompensated outflow of 
9; 
proprietary factd$&loc&firms, s%ring common supplies or global distribution channels, and forming 
clusters for p r o d $ f i 8 $ d e ~ ~ b p ~ & ~ t ,  or resource supply at home or abroad. This cooperation is prevalent 
and widgrpqyd. (~4d,or&~uo,2007) 
" , 7 
~ o * t i d % ~ ~ l & &  coexistence of cooperation and competition between the same global rivals, not 
cooperih& w?&aned~~a l  nd competition with another. The latter scenario, also an important issue and 
",* $ 3  
prevalent ph$~ommon, has already been addressed by several studies. Dyer and Singh (1998), Gnyawali 
and ~adhav&(2001), and Lado, Boyd, and Hanlon (1997), for instance, have examined global business 
strategies that involve cooperating with some firms while competing against others. Additionally, 
coopetition differs from a cooperative alliance between global rivals (Yadong Luo,2007). 
Porter's Diamond 
Porter presented it diamond in 1990 that asserted that there are four broad attributed to be competitive at 
national level. Porter in (1998), also stated that existence of firms and suppliers within a nation that are 
internationally competitive gives advantages such as upgrading flow of information, innovation, and 
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shared technology development which create advantages among the local firms. There for, success rate in 
an industry is particularly willing if the nation has competitive benefits in a number of interrelated 
industries. (Jin & Moon, 2006). 




Porter's Diamond 1990 
Source: "The Competitive Advantage of Nations" by Michael E. Port April 1990, p. 77. 
$4, 
In the given model above are the four attributes of Porter7&?Qia ich are promoting the 
4 
creation of competitive advantages for the firms. ~ & ~ ~ d o \ $ l e n t s  are defined as a nation's position in 
factors of invention such as skilled labor or the inhastru&%fg4kcessary to compete in a given industry. 
xplains 't$e character of local demand for the 
industry's product or servic uppoeng industries, presents or absence of supplier 
industries and related industries th fiat& &mpetitive. The fourth attribute of Porter's 
diamond is firm strategy, h help the firms to govern how firms are created, 
organized and managed and 
es. This model was proposed by 
for analyzing an organizations industry structure in 
titive forces that shape every industry and every 
n and hence the profitability and attractiveness of 
e Five Forces Analysis, management can decide 
s of their industry. (Weilin , Chihiro, & Griffy- 
'y%# 
Diamond m@&ls is Classical theories of international trade propose that comparative advantage resides in 
*? 
the factor e~aowments that a country may be fortunate enough to inherit. Factor endowments include 
land, natural resources, labor, and the size of the local population. As a rule Competitive Advantage of 
nations has been the outcome of 4 interlinked advanced factors and activities in and between companies 
in these clusters. (Chang, Rugmanb, & Alain, 1998). 
These can be influenced in a pro-active way by government. These interlinked advanced factors for 
competitive advantage for countries or regions in Porters Diamond framework are: 
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Factor Conditions 
By this factor a country creates its own important factors such as skilled resources and technological base. 
Beside that the stock of factors at a given time is less important than the extent that they are upgraded and 
deployed. According this factor also, local disadvantages in factors of production force innovation. 
Adverse conditions such as labor shortages or scarce raw materials force firms to develop new methods, 
and this innovation often leads to a national comparative advantage. (Chang, Rugmanb, & Alain, 1998). 
Demand Conditions +@ 
When the market for a particular product is larger locally than i 
more attention to that product than do foreign firms, leading to 
firms begin exporting the product. This mean a more demanding I 
Then a strong, trend-setting local market helps local firms anticip 
Related and Supporting Industries 
This condition will be happen when local supporting industries 
effective and innovative inputs. This effect is strengthened whe 
global competitors (Chang, et al, 1998). 
Firm Strategy, Structure, and Rivalry e y ," 
J-, 
Firm strategy, structure, and rivalry are the most import'dnt.thi;y! should be focus. The local conditions 
*$#* - i 
affect firm strategy. For example, German cqp~anies  tend to be%!erarchical. Italian companies tend to be 
&*f 
smaller and are run more like extended fdllie?%uch strategy and structure helps to determine in which 
try 3 
types of industries a nation's firms w ~ & e x c ~ f ? ~ ~ o f i i p ' ~  F% Forces model, low rivalry made an industry 
h ,o"6*i e #? ' 
attractive. While at a single point in t13$ei@ firm prefers Iess rivalry, over the long run more local rivalry is 
e; i '- "* 
better since it puts pressure on firms t&in$?vate dhd improve. In fact, high local rivalry results in less 
P 
global rivalry. Local r iva l ry '$~~&~fums~o m ve beyond basic advantages that the home country may 
e r  ' 2<;* 
enjoy, such as low factor'&sts (@hang, ~ u i m a n b ,  & Alain, 1998). 
t 4 %*, 
Industry competitokfw *,r t* A 4 +, a 7 
" ' 8  ? " 
Rivalries natural~$$~vei6&bet~$h companies competing in the same market. Competitors use means 
1: r 
such as advertirin&z$FikG n;w products, more attractive customer service and warranties, and price 
competit$#&il&enhaFe the& standing and market share in a specific industry. 
"& 
To 6$$r, ?k& in&&Jy of this rivalry is the result of factors like equally balanced companies, slow 
#& growth'@t$in & industry, high fixed costs, lack of product differentiation, overcapacity and price- 
*$? 
cutting, di%?e competitors, high-stakes investment, and the high risk of industry exit. There are also 
market entry&krriers ( Jesse ,2006). 
Potential Entrants 
Threats of new entrants into an industry depend largely on barriers to entry. As discussed by Jesse 
,(2006); Dirk, Bernhard & Hanna , (2006) that Porter identifies six major barriers to entry: 
1. Economies of scale, or decline in unit costs of the product, which force the entrant to enter on a large 
scale and risk a strong reaction from firms already in the industry, or accepting a disadvantage of 
costs if entering on a small scale. 
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2. Product differentiation, or brand identification and customer loyalty. 
3. Capital requirements for entry; the investment of large capital, after all, presents a significant risk. 
4. Switching costs or the cost the buyer has to absorb to switch from one supplier to another. 
5. Access to distribution channels. New entrants have to establish their distribution in a market with 
established distribution channels to secure a space for their product. 
6. Cost disadvantages independent of scale, whereby established companies already have product 
*,&$ 
technology, access to raw materials, favorable sites, advantages in the form of go@Crnment subsidies, 
and experience. 
Pressure from substitute products 
Substitute products are the natural result of industry competition, but the tability 
within the industry. A substitute product involves the search for a product that Z&do the same function 
as the product the industry already produces. Porter uses t h & ? m p l e  of s x k i t y  brokers, who 
increasingly face substitutes in the form of real estate, money-m&kie~!nds, and insurance. Substitute 
w 'lr 
products take on added importance as their availability incgases (Jesse ,20644.. ': 
$@$-y 
Bargaining power of suppliers %"v 
Suppliers have a great deal of influence over an ~~8bgry  ;%they affect price increases and product 
quality. A supplier group exerts even more power over an**iKbf!& if it is dominated by a few companies, 
9?& 
there are no substitute products, the indusbp$!fŝ .%ot an important consumer for the suppliers, their product 
3 
is essential to the industry, the supplier di@ers.@~ts, andkforward integration potential of the supplier 
a " "v ,*'W $ 4 ~  ,* 
group exists. Labor supply can also i$)uence M p o s 8 6 n  of&e suppliers. These factors are generally out 
-*>@ 
of the control of the industry or comp$iqybut str* can alter the power of suppliers (Jesse, 2006). 
8 "  I 
Bargaining power of supplie!$ ', r9" . ",fl 1 &  
The buyer's power is ~ i ~ n ? h ~ ~ n t ~ k . t h i { ~ 6 @ b r s  can force prices down, demand higher quality products or * 9- 
services, and, in essace  pla$?kom$e@tors against one another, all resulting in potential loss of industry 
%*&' %+ 
profits. Buyers s r c i s k ~ o r e  @ ~ e r  ;hen they are large-volume buyers, the product is a significant 
& '%*, 
aspect of the b&&:ostlpf pd~hases ,  the products are standard within an industry, there are few 
changinb%;witc/i(pg Sq~ts ,  fhk buyers earn low profits, potential for backward integration of the buyer 
group e2q$k&WDi6$uct ! l y  not essential to the buyer's product, and the buyer has full disclosure about 
%& 'k' 
sup&$&le&d$d, FI~&~J,  and costs. The bargaining position of buyers changes with time and a company's 
comPet!ffestr&egy (Dirk , Bernhard, & Hanna, 2006). 
4, '% %= 
&s > 
Uncertainty voidance P 
Uncertainty avoidance is explained as "the extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by 
uncertainty or an unknown situation" (Hofstede 1997, p. 11 3). Hofstede ,(I 984), have studied the one of 
the most important cultural dimension among the workplace. This dimension which is known as 
uncertainty avoidance is the scale to know the society's tolerance level for uncertainty and ambiguity. It 
deals with the society's actual search towards truth. It help to find, that at what level a culture line up it 
members to feel either comfortable or uncomfortable in unstructured situations. Given below is the chart 
which is showing the uncertainty avoidance (UAI) for selected countries: 




United States of America 
Portugal 
Pakistan 
Uncertanity Avoidance Scale 














In the countries where people avoid uncertainty art+9nside&$ to be more motivated and emotional by 
their inner nervous energy. On the other hand the other t&pf &ople or societies, they accept uncertainty 
s* +' %+ 
as a part of culture. These people or societies have more tolerance level and their lives are fixed on few 
c'"7 ' ' " 
rules and philosophies and religious guide 1ines:People 06 societies which involves in these cultures are 
more phlegmatic and contemplative,,and ntlt gd&tedby t&gir environment to express emotions. Given 
@*% 
below is the graph which is showing the uacert%nU avoidan?e (UAI) for selected countries: 
P - -- " - . - .. --- - --A. . . " - -. - "  
S ~ n s a p o r c  8 
J r l p a ~ ?  3 2 
lsrael B I 
P a k ~ s L d n  7 0  
Porn ~ s ~ a 1  104 
u n t t e d  SLJICCS o f  Amcrlcrl - 46 
~ncioneso- 48 
Malaysia 
Source : http:llwww.cocreativity.codhandoutsinumbers.p~~ 
These unstructured situations are unknown, novel, surprising, and different 
avoiding cultures aims to reduce the risk of such situations by strict law 
measures, and on the philosophical and religious level by a belief in absol 
erated base on UAI national culture data by Hofstede (1 997). 






Porter's diamond model is lacking in term of cultural factors such as uncertainty avoidance. This model 
was proposed by Michael E. Porter in 1990. The Porter diamond model task was to analyze a competitive 
advantage for the organizations and firms. Porter has identified force of competition and hence the 
profitability and attractiveness of an industry. Base on the information derived from the diamond and five 
forces analysis of porter, Malaysian SME's can decide how to influence or to exploit particular 
characteristics of their potential in international markets. On the other hand, risk taking or to play 
3 
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-, Strongly Avoid Risk 
120 
domestically is another problem face by Malaysian SME's as their portfolio is not as big as other big 
organizations or multinational corporations (MNC's). They are needed to take caution prior entering to 
foreign markets. Uncertainty avoidance is one of the most important cultural dimensions and it can help 
SME's to either take the risk or avoid the risk. This dimension is a scale to know the society's tolerance 
level for uncertainty and ambiguity. It deals with the society's actual search towards truth. It help to find, 
that at what level a culture line up it members to feel either comfortable or uncomfortable in unstructured 
situations. As the global business is becoming more rapid through technological advancement but even in 
the given case the country like Malaysia who's UAI is 36 avoid 
even the lower values of UAI the firms or SME's still avoid to take r 
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